
 
 

Track 13: A Multiverse of Planning Theories 

Room 115, 1st floor  
  

Wednesday, July 12th  

  
11:00-12:30  
chair: Tadeusz Markowski  

 

#709 
The unnoticed return of rationalist planning paradigms in an age of digitalisation [Sielker 
et al.] 

#641 
Collective will in planning stemming from confrontation and polarization – desirable or 

frightening? [Hirvola] 

#877  Seeking for planetary premises for planning theory [Hytönen et al.] 

#951  Creating futures and new relations: tools for keeping the future abundant [Steffansen] 

#985 
Resistance, culture and community. Revisiting Raymond Williams’ vocabulary in Wales, 40 

years on [Brownill et al.] 
  
  
15:30-17:00  
chair: Franziska Sielker 

 

#146 
Numbers and scales: a study of the inner law or theory of ancient and contemporary 

Chinese spatial planning [Cao et al.] 

#608 
Let's Think Agonistic Theory Further! Conceptual and Empirical Insights into the Analysis 

of Conflicts Related to the Mobility Transition [Loffing et al.] 

#103 Why don't legal theories inform planning theories more often? [Davy] 

#399 Beyond the rhetoric. Planning Theory in the age of technology [Signoroni] 

#685 
Healthy, just and sustainable city: A theoretical framework for a small-scale urban health 

monitoring concept [Skodra et al.] 
  
  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 
Thursday, July 13th  

  
09:00-10:30  
chair: Meike Levin-Keitel 

 

#934 Insurgent planning ethics and institutional change [Buchholz] 

#134  Non-partisan activist planning [Sager] 

#256  
Individuals matter! But how? – Analysing the importance of key individuals for planning 

processes. [Antoni] 

#148  
The Social Construction of Actors in Spatial Planning. Insights from Organisation Theory 

[Fischer] 
  
  
11:00-12:30  
chair: Tadeusz Markowski 

  

#506  Integration in Spatial Planning Theories – the Question [Dabović] 

#155  
Theoretical-Methodological Framework for the Analysis of the Environmental Planning 

Process in São Paulo, Brazil [Leonel et al.] 

#280  Applying behavioural theory to the environment-planning interface [Buck] 

#1009 Planning and other urban development methods [Wroblewski] 

 
 
13:30-15:00  
chair: Wiktor Wróblewski 

  

#862 
Polyrationality in a turbulent world. Directions and opportunities for navigating the 

multiverse of planning theories [Perrone et al.] 



 
 

#118 Challenges, Ambiguities, and Checkmates for Planning Theories (and Practice) [Pizzo]   

#352 Idea and Planning Theory [Afrakhteh] 

  
  
  
15:30-17:00  
 

chair: Franziska Sielker 

 

#541 
Distinguishing “planning” from the “plan”. Theoretical and practical implications of taking 

urban complexity and uncertainty seriously [Moroni] 

#540 
Possibility design. Reconsidering aims, scope and nature of spatial planning intervention 

[De Franco] 

#490 ‘Consensus’ as a tool of foreclosure: Hong Kong’s land supply consultation [Lee et al.] 

#339 
Planning, policy and sustainability transformation. New insights from the Multiple-

Streams-Framework? [Lintz] 

 

 
Friday, July 14th  
 

13:30-15:00   
 
chair: Wiktor Wróblewski 

 

#230  
The uneasy marriage between urban beauty and planning: The conceptual 

misunderstandings threatening this relationship [Cozzolino] 

#888  Aesthetics of Planning in the Age of Financialization [Aparicio] 

#414  Emotions in Planning - Towards an Emotional Rationality? [Baars] 

#78  Knowledge in Israeli Urban Planning [Margalit et al.] 
  
 

 


